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 The process of application software development and maintenance in its simplified variant is pro-
vided at the following two steps: creative customer-programmer teamwork with repeated testing and 
debugging of certain subprograms and the product itself as a whole; application package (AP) running 
by users which results in endless testing and debugging. While testing a package, not only minor 
lapses in source listings are eliminated. Very often time makes one to upgrade certain blocks of the 
program or change programming language. 
 Customer-programmer teamwork starts with the statement of the interesting and useful problems 
at the first step. At this moment approximate ways of their solution are considered. Depending on the 
qualification, specialization and the professional experience of each of the participants of the design 
work various working hypotheses and proposals on the solution of the stated problems occur. It often 
occurs that creative gusts of the theorist-programmer are suppressed by the "iron" logic of the conser-
vative customer and the user. In the heuristic, creative process of solution of the stated problems there 
wedge in the process of the routine work where each executive programmer is forced to write the pro-
gram interface ― a certain environment which is used as the program means of "communication" with 
the user. Thus it is necessary for the programmer to envisage all those tricky situations and limitations 
in which the customer and the users will ruthlessly test the program. 
 The programmer must "draw" the dialog boxes of communication with the program, while looking 
on it with the eyes of the user. This work is repeated from program to program, consumes much time 
and kills "lazy" (rational) programmers' noblest impulses. But there occur single customer orders in 
which the programmer must make a kind of "plastic" operation, dressing the program mustered by 
years in modern "clothes". Such work has been successfully executed with the Tutorial & Methodical 
set (TMS) of "Visual "KursAR" (the course of automated calculation and construction of dimensional 
chains) by students and employees of two chairs ― "Applied Mathematics" ("Prima") and "Machine-
Building Technology" (ТМ), South Urals State University (SUSU). 
 Since 1970's, lecturers [2, 3] and graduates of various faculties and chairs of SUSU (Chelyabinsk 
Polytechnic Institute ― CPI, Chelyabinsk State Technical University ― CSTU) took part in the devel-
oping and testing of this quality software. The collective authorship of the software has left traces on 
the structure of its source texts saturated with countless transition operators. Practically all its subpro-
grams differ in the author's handwriting depending on the certain executor, complicating the logical 
structure of the algorithm. Thus it is necessary to remember that maintenance and "completion" of 
such a program (a natural and inevitable process) is conducted by the customer (non-programmer). In 
spite of the fact that executors (not always programmers) who wrote the program source texts in 
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1970's, used to leave native walls of the institute (university), the program has not lost its urgency after 
decades. The Tutorial & Methodical set vigorously works in educational process of the university and 
at industrial enterprises of machine-building industry. 
 The program interface was a unique achievement at the moment of its creating, but by today's 
measures it occurred to be primitive, inconvenient and not providing the work with graphical manipula-
tor (mouse). But the main thing that moved beginners into natural bewilderment was that the interface 
had no slightest analogy to Windows applications so popular nowadays. 
 Modern software tools allow the process of calculations to be automated at numerous steps of 
machine-building product design. One can reveal an interesting regularity while analyzing software 
development orders of automated design engineering systems of technological processes (CAD TP) in 
SUSU. Algorithm development and source text compilation of the program takes 10–15% of the total 
normative time allowed for the development of software package. All the rest time is taken by the re-
peated package testing and debugging. This process was prolonged for all subsequent years of pro-
gram maintenance. The inquiries of software users have displayed that testing is performed most often 
of all testing by students who execute laboratory or practical training, course or graduate projects. It is 
they who reveal a great deal of small and sometimes serious lapses in the system work, which cannot 
be envisaged at once in the large canvas of the initial algorithm. The error correction and source text 
upgrade are executed, as a rule, by the tutors ― task givers or students (self-educated programmers) 
in the conditions where no primary co-author-executor (programmer) is present. Sometimes this 
process is stretched for decades. 
 There is another feature of the work with even finally debugged programs of 1970's–80's which 
work excellently on old peripherals (printers, plotters), but have no developed interface and cannot use 
the software facilities (Windows in particular) of modern printing devices. Therefore, it is quite logical, 
that the users order "new" load units to the programmers, stipulating at the same time obligatory re-
use of the old programs based on time-tested algorithms. This ensures larger reliability, shorter testing 
and debugging time of upgraded programs. 
 Tutorial & Methodical set on automated calculation and construction of design and technological 
dimensional chains (TMS "Visual “KursAR”) was previously written in FORTRAN and worked reliably 
on old peripherals. The first upgrade of this software product was performed in 1998 by 
A. M. Hasanov, a student of the chair "Machine-Building Technology". The set was added to by the 
unit written in Delphi which allowed Windows-controlled printing of calculation results and dimensional 
chart mosaic. A special subprogram enabled printing by any types of printers and printing devices hav-
ing compatible Windows driver. The other additional facilities of result printing were also provided. 
These facilities include: font type, size and style selecting; landscape or portrait paper orientation; 
string factor condensity/expansion value and many other things. 
 In the course of subsequent maintenance of subsystem TMS "Visual "KursAR" the timing statistics 
displayed that the subsystem testing time had taken 10-fold as much as that of the subsystem up-
grade development. Besides, while the subsystem trialling on various peripherals, certain problems 
occurred at the step of its testing and debugging, concerning incorrect printing of results which were 
eliminated sequentially in real-time mode by the customer and the programmer-developer. The proc-
ess statistics displayed that the time of the upgraded application package testing was incommensura-
bly less than that of the new software testing and debugging. 
 In 2000, E. V. Doshchechkina and P. G. Pugach, students of the chair "Applied Mathematics", 
SUSU started making more serious "plastic" operation on software product. Other innovators-
programmers made an attempt of implementing the given program facilities with the use of C++ 
Builder system [1]. During a short time by means of Windows applications quick development system 
the subsystem standard interface providing: convenient initial data input and correction; file dialogues; 
alteration of computation parameters at any moment of program work; context-sensitive help and out-
put document formation ― was developed and approved by the customer (the chair "Machine-Building 
Technology"). 
 The solution of difficult problems executed by CAD of technological processes (CAD TP) in MS-
DOS system was restricted to the RAM capacity. Windows applications in C++ Builder system with the 
use of virtual memory mechanism possess practically unlimited resources of outputting calculation re-
sults and 3D graphical charts on modern terminal devices. Each unit of the window interface in the 
system of quick visual applications programming has the set of linked events. These are: response to 
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the pressure of buttons, unit activation and deactivation, opening, closing, creating, moving, etc. Any 
event has a corresponding procedure (function) processing it. 
 The program is dissected into insulated segments not burdened with global links. Such program 
has a legible logical structure where each unit is responsible for a certain operation. While upgrading 
such programs there is no necessity to observe interaction between separate blocks of the program. 
One can simply create, not reflecting on what has already been written. The new program provides 
wider facilities which the old version didn't. According to the customers' demands the program 
includes: the search of any link or surface on input dimensional data; extended diagnostics. Work with 
archives is not restricted to the executable module’s layout. 
 "Plastic operation" on the program of the automated calculation and construction of design and 
technological dimensional chains was offered to E. V. Doshchechkina and P. G. Pugach, students of 
the chair "Applied Mathematics" in 2000. After the successful defence of their graduation projects 
(2002) the State Graduation Commission confirmed the installation of the software product "Visual 
"KursAR" (<http://www.board74.ru/machine/28.html>) into the educational process and actual produc-
tion of industrial enterprises. Now the second step of the Product maintenance continues. In the 
course of the solution of the specific problem of the actual production at industrial enterprises and uni-
versities of the Russian Federation (more than 2000 problems in a year) bottlenecks in a large canvas 
of the program algorithms are revealed. And till now the application is maintained by professional pro-
grammers ― Е. V. Pugach and P. G. Pugach. 

The conclusion 
 Long-term creative scientific-and-research work of the program's co-authors and users is imple-
mented in quality application software. 
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